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The Shape-from-Shading Problem in Computer Vision (see Horn [ 11) 
deals with the reconstruction of the shape of an object from a two dimen- 
sional image. We consider an object illuminated by a point source, the 
reflected light being recorded on a photographic plate at a fixed position. The 
intensity of the reflected light is a function of the position of the source, the 
position of the plate, and the normal to the surface of the object. If the 
surface is given as u = U(X, JJ), this leads (see Horn [I]) to a first order 
partial differential equation of the form 
F(Vu, u, x, y) = 0. 
In this paper, we will consider the equation 
]Vu]Z=r*/l -I.*, y* =,y* + 4’2 (1) 
which arises as a special case of F = 0 (see Brusse [2]) when the object is a 
hemisphere illuminated and observed from afar. 
The question is: can the shape of the hemisphere be determined from (l)? 
In other words, are fu* = +( 1 - dm) the only solutions of the equation 
/VU]* = r*/l - r* in the unit ball B = {x: Ix] < l)? The equation is singular 
at r = 1, and also at r = 0, where the method of characteristics fails, so we 
may expect that these singularities will restrict the number of solution of (1) 
in B. In the theorems which follow we describe all the solutions of (1) and 
indicate what smoothness conditions should be added at 0 and 1 to obtain 
uniqueness. 
To be precise, we say that a real valued function u is a solution of (1) in 
B=(xER”:]x]<l}‘if]Vu]*=r~/l-r’and 
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(a) u = CO(B), 
(b) u(O) = 0, 
(c) u E C’(B), 
(4 u E CL(&); B, = (x: 0 < IX < 11. 
Condition (b) is purely a matter of normalization whereas (d) allows us to 
use the method of characteristics away from (r = 0) and {r = It. 
Our results are 
THEOREM 1 (positivity). Let f2 c I? be a neighbourhood of the origin 
and u a solution of ( 1) with u r X! > 0. then u = u*. In particular. u * is the 
only solution of(l) with u>O on (r= 1). 
Let (r, co) denote spherical coordinates in R”. 
THEOREM 2 (The singularity at r = 1). Let u be a solution of (1) and set 
f(w) = u( 1,~); then 
(i) u is Holder continuous of order 4 in i?. In particular, f is Holder 
continuous of order 4. 
(ii) Moreover, if f is Holder continuous of order a, a > f , then 
u = fu*. In particular, fu* are the only solutions of (1) with smooth 
boundary data. 
(iii) There exist solutions of (1) which are not spherically symmetric. 
THEOREM 3 (Classification of solutions in two dimensions). Let u solve 
(1) and A(u) = (x: u,.(x) = 0 1. Then one of the following alternatives holds: 
(I) A(u) = (01 and u = fu”. 
(II) A(u) is the union of two C’ curves, both of which intersect the 
boundary of B transversally and pass through the origin where they intersect 
at right angles. In polar coordinates each of the four components of A(u)\{ 0 1 
are given by {s, dj(s) 1; 1 < j < 4, 0 < s < 1, 
where: 
I#(s)l< - f [jl’ (l y;*, (1 - ‘* 
1 + II’ - s z 
)‘i’]; j = l...., 4 (I%) 
and 
lim ~~jl(‘) 
s-0 I 
--logs/=lim 
S S-+0 I 
!T!L!@Lo*ogs ; 
S I 1 <j<% es=@,, @I 
where the limits may? be infinite. 
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(III) A(u) consists of a single continuous curve, intersecting the 
boundary of B transversally and passing through the origin; the curve is C ‘, 
e.ucept possibly at the origin where it makes an obtuse angle y > 42. In polar 
coordinates the two components of A(u)\(O) are given by (s.$,~(s)}; 
I < j ,< 2, 0 < s < 1. where 
and 
or 
( 1 
)'=I I 
lim j”(‘) 
s-0 
--logs[ =lim IlI!!&l- 
S I 
log s 
s-0 s 
1, 
i 
lirn l-4'(s) 
@z(s) Ccl) 
y-0 
p-logs}=l$ s --logs =a, 
S 1 I 
\ with the orientation 4*(O) - #,(O) = +7r/2. 
Conversely, given an-v set A satisfying the conditions in either (I), (II), or 
(III), there exists a unique’ u solving (1) with A(u) = A. Moreover, if 
u E C*(B), then u = fu*. 
Remarks. (1) Theorem 3 is a local result; the conclusion holds if we 
assume only that u satisfies the equation in some neighbourhood of the 
origin. 
(2) Figures 1, 2, and 3 illustrate schematically the alternatives I, II 
and III of Theorem 3, where the arrows indicate the directions of the charac- 
teristics. 
(3) The final conclusion of Theorem 3 is a rather detailed calculation. 
On the other hand it is easy to show that (1) has no non-spherically 
symmetric solutions which are C4 in a neighbourhood of 0. To see this, 
expand u = u(I) + u”) + uc3) + u’~) + o(1x14) in homogeneous polynomials 
arriving at the following equation for uc4): 
xuli”’ - yuy’ = x4 + 4’4 + 2x29. 
But one easily checks that this equation has no solution. 
’ Uniqueness is only up to a sign as .4--u) =A(u). 
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FIGURE 1 
FIGURE 2 
FIGURE 3 
(4) The final conclusion of Theorem 3 ,depends in a rather subtle way 
on the behaviour near 0 of the right hand side of Eq. (1). For example, if we 
replace (1) with ]Vu]’ = r’, then clearly u = (x2 - y2)/2 is a C*(B) solution 
of the equation. In fact, by paralleling the proof of Theorem 3 below, one can 
show that all solutions of ]Vu]* = r2 are C2 in a neighbourhood of 0. More 
interestingly, the same is true for / Vu I2 = r2/1 - r4. Some insight is gained by 
transforming to hyperbolic coordinates (x, y) -+ (X = x2 - $, Y = 2.x~). The 
equations 1 Vu (* = r2 and 1 Vu I2 = r2/1 - r4 become I& + U$ = l/4 and 
U: + U$ = l/4(1 - (X2 + Y’)), respectively. The point to note is that the 
equations are now regular at 0. On the other hand the same transformation 
applied to (1) gives a right hand side which is not a smooth function of X 
and Y. 
Finally we note that the analogue of the alternative III in Theorem 3 
does not occur for IVu I2 = r* or for \VuJ’ = r2/1 - r4. 
The authors would like to thank A. Bruss for bringing this problem to 
their attention and would like to refer readers to her thesis [2] for related 
uniqueness results. 
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1. CHARACTERISTICS 
The characteristic equations for 
F(x,u)= e u+J/l-r2=0 
i=l 
in B, are 
1 = 2p, 
p = 2x/( 1 - rq*, 
Ii = 2?/( 1 - l-2). 
(2) 
Notice that the last equation decouples from the first two so that we can 
speak of a solution (x(t), p(f)) of the characteristic equations. Moreover, as 
we can eliminate p, we will speak of solutions x(t) of the characteristic 
equations. 
It is easy to see that the angular momentum L =x A p and the energy 
F(x, p) = IpI* - (xl*/1 - /xl* are conserved. We conclude: 
LEMMA 1. (i) L2 = 2(1x1’ 1 pi* - (x . p)‘) = 0 if and only if the charac- 
teristic x(t) is radial. 
(ii) If L’ # 0, the characteristic is bounded away’ from zero and 
intersects the boundary precisely twice, i.e., for any t, there exist unique times 
--co < f- < t < t, < 03 for which x(t-) and x(t+) E (/xl= 1). 
(iii) The characteristic x(t) remains in the plane x A p for all time. 
As an immediate application we prove the uniqueness of positive 
solutions. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let SE=(r=e}~R and let m,=u(x,) be the 
maximum of u r S, and m, = u(x2) its minimum. As x, A Vu(x,) = 
-y2 A Vu(x,) = 0, the characteristics through X, and x2 are radial and may be 
integrated to yield m, = k( 1 - (1 - a2)“*); m2 = +( 1 - (1 - a*)“*). The 
negative sign is prohibited by assumption; hence m, = m2 and u is constant 
on S,. Hence all characteristics are radial and we are done. 
LEMMA 2. The set A(u)\(O) = (xE B,: u,.(x) = 0) is a non- 
characteristic manifold. For each component Aj, dist(A,, (0)) = 
dist(Aj, {r = 11) = 0. 
Proof Along a characteristic (ru,)’ = (x . Vu)’ = 2p . p + 
2-u . x/( 1 - r*)* = 2(r*/l - r* + r2/( 1 - r’)*) # 0 for r # 0. 
This shows that A(u)\{01 is a manifold and that the characteristic 
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direction is tranverse to A. Moreover, the characteristic directions have no 
radial component at points of A(u). A standard argument now shows that 
there exists points in Aj arbitrarily close to (r = I} and to (r = O}. 
We now specialize to n = 2. In polar coordinates, (2) becomes 
i= 2p, 
4 = 2q/r2, 
d = 2qZ/r3 + 2r/( 1 - r’)‘, 
Lj = 0. 
ti=2r2/1-r2. 
(Of course, q = L.) Each orbit with q # 0 has a unique point of closest 
approach to the origin. (A(u) is in fact the set of all such points.) Integrating 
from this point (s, 19,) we obtain the formulae 
1 
x (t” - l)‘/‘( 1 - s=q’=(l + s=(u= - I))“2 . (4) 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Proof of(i) 
The following proof is standard and is included only for completeness. 
Choose a point x0 on the boundary of B and let D = {Ix - x0 I= $ } n B and 
D, = {IX --x0 1 ( $-} n B. Now if x,x’ ED and X’ lies in the 45’ cone 
(x--‘).~>,Ix’-xI.I~I/~,then 
/u(x)-u(x’)I= pu(x+s(x’--I)). (xl-x)ds 1 
-0 
Gconst* ( 
ds 
; (1~~x+s(xl~~)lz)l/21~‘-~I. 
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But 
1 -~x+S(x’-x)J*= 1 -~x~z-S*~x’-x~*-2sx. (xl-Xx) 
>\/jlsIx’-xl Ixl-qx’-xl ( \/z 1 &SIX’-XI for some y > 0 
as /xl>: and (l/@)( x’ -xl < l/2& Hence lu(x’) - u(x)1 < const. 
1~’ - x I”. By elementary geometry, if x, x’ E D ‘, there exists x” E D with 
~x-x”~<~~-x’~ and lx’-x”j<(x- I d x’ an such that x” lies in the 45” 
cones about x and x’. This gives 
lu(x’) - u(x)1 < const. Ix’ - x”l”’ + const. Ix” -xl”* 
< const. Ix - x’ l’12. 
Covering the boundary with a finite number of such regions D’ completes 
the proof. 
Proof of (ii) 
If the set A(u) is empty, then L2(x, Vu(x)) = 0 for all x E B,; if not the 
characteristic through x must have a turning point i(f) = u,(x(r)) = 0 for 
some I, which is contradiction. But if L2 = 0 everywhere on B,, then 
u = fu* by previous arguments. 
As A(u) f I$, by Lemma 2 there exists a sequence of points x, belonging 
to A(u) such that Ix,] -+ 1 as n + co. Fix n; the characteristic (x(t), p(t)) 
through .r(t = 0) =x,, P(L = 0) = VU(X,) lies in the plane x, A VU(X,) by 
Lemma 1. Let (I-, 0) be polar coordinates in this plane and denote the two 
points at which x(t) intersects 1x1 = 1 by (1, ‘9,‘) and (1,19;) and the 
corresponding values of u by u,’ and u; , respectively. 
From Eq. (4) of Section 1 we have 
u,’ -u, = 2a=z r”‘; @’ y 1)l/2 (1 p,‘,,2)l,2 (1 + s2(u2 _ l))‘/Z 
-I n n 
,2 2 
I 
dw 
e’-si=2M]: (lew2)l/32 
I 
’ St, 
I 
w 
w*-s;+ 1 ’ 
where s, = Ix, I. 
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Now for .si < u” < 1, 
1 
I 
b,2 - Sf ‘IQ 
(1 - W’)” W2 - sf + 1 I I 
< JLl/‘~2< ]eJ’ 
so that 
On the other hand, 
u,’ - ui > 2(1 - ww - w jr”’ (uz _ l),,2;d s2u2),;2 . n 
Evaluating the integral, we obtain u,’ - U; > c,(l - s,,)“‘. The constants c, 
and c2 are independent of n. Hence 
lun’ - u,l > c2 (1 - sy 
le,‘-e,( ‘F (1 -s,)” +cC 
as s,,-tl. 
As 0; - 0; gives the geodesic distance on the sphere, which is uniformly 
equivalent o euclidean distance, this contradicts the Holder continuity off 
of order a > i and finishes the proof of (ii). 
Proof of (iii) 
In Theorem 3 we shown that we can construct a solution of (1) in two 
dimensions with A(u) = (IX < 1: x = ky}. This solution can be used to 
construct non-spherically symmetric solutions in n-dimensions: for example, 
in three dimensions‘with polar angle t9 and azimuthal angle 4 
C(r, 8, 4) = u(r, e) 
is a non-spherically symmetric solution of (1). 
It remains to prove Theorem 3. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Part I: Necessity 
Assume u solves (1). If A(u) = (01, all characteristics must approach the 
origin; hence q = 0 everywhere, which implies u = fu*. 
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If A @)\P 1 # $3 we choose a component, Aj, say, with polar coordinates 
(s, ~j(S)), 0 < s < 1. We show first that limsi,, tij(s) and limst, qjj(s) exist: en 
route we prove the estimate (a). Denote by (r(s, r), 6’(s, t)) the characteristics 
passing through Aj with initial conditions (s, tij(s)). As i # 0 for s < r, we 
can write t and hence 8, at least locally, as a C’ function of s and r. Now 
u,(&s, r), r) = q(s, t(s, r)) = fs2/(1 - s2)1’2. As u E C*(B,) we can differen- 
tiate with respect to s to obtain 
u,,(8(s, r), r) g 
( 1 
= fS(2 - s2)/( 1 - s2)U2. 
r 
Also from (3) we have 
(g) = 4;(s) f g [ ( 
1 ‘/ 2 1 - r 1 + IU2 -s2 1 I * (6,) 
By (5) (80/&), # 0. For t > 0, when (6,) applies, (M//as), must be positive; 
otherwise the characteristics would cross. Hence 
(qs)+ii [,I (l:;2)l/2 (I- as . s,‘r 
I- )“‘I <a 1 +w’-sz 
Similarly for I < 0, when (6-) applies, we obtain 
q+(s) -; [j”’ du2 ,,,? (1 - 
sir (1 --w ) 
‘, 
1+w -s2 
)“I > 0. 
Letting r T 1, we obtain estimate (a), 
ITw)l G fil’ (1 _dtZ2),,, (1 - l, 1 +w--s2 
)“’ ( 
as sl0 
= O(1) as sT1. 
It follows that lim,,,bj(s) = tij(0) exists and that Aj intersects the boundary 
transversally. 
We next appeal to formulae (3) and (4) with 19,, = #j(s) and let s approach 
zero, obtaining 
(7) 
rfixed 
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l$J u(s, $bj(S), t) = *( 1 - (1 - ?)l’*). (8) 
rlixed 
Now (7) indicates that the characteristics through each component Aj of 
A(u)\{O) sweep out a 90” sector. These sectors may not overlap as charac- 
teristics do not cross; hence the conditions that the curves meet at right 
angles in (II) and that ~‘2 7c/2 in (III). 
Clearly A(u)\{O} has at most four components. If A(u)\(O) has fewer than 
four components, there will exist points x E B, which do not lie in one of 
these sectors. The characteristics through these points will approach the 
origin, and hence are radial, and U(X) = k( 1 - ( 1 - IxJ*)“*). Now note from 
(8) that in any sector Aj, u(r, 19) changes sign as 6’ passes from $j(O) - 72/4 to 
@j(O) + 7c/4. But outside these regions U, = 0. On letting 19 pass from 0 to 27r, 
we see that the number of components of A(u)\{O} is even. 
Finally we verify conditions (/I) in (II). Calculating u,, in adjacent sectors 
from (5) and (6 *) and using continuity, we obtain 
(2 - s2)/( 1 - s*)3’* 
,!Zd 4%) 
[ 
J - log s + H(s, r) 
s 1 
= ,YZd 
-(2 - s2)/( 1 - s2)3’2 
[ 
c+ I@) + logs - fqs, r) ’ 
s 1 
where 
H(s,r)logr+$&J~~~(l~~*) (1 - 
1 w* 
1 +w*-s* 1 
is easily seen to be a continuous function of s, 0 <s < 1, at fixed r. 
Condition (/I) now follows easily. Case III is similar. 
Part 2: SufJciency 
Suppose we are given A satisfying the conditions in (II) or (III). 
In case (II), we construct u in the quadrants (tij(0) f 7r/4} by solving the 
characteristic Eqs. (2) with initial data 
r(0, s) = s, 
WA s) = q+/(s)9 
P(O, s) = 0, 
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where the plus sign is taken forj = 1 or 3, the minus sign forj= 2 or 4. 
We will show that 
(A) The characteristics fill out the sector (18 - #j(O)l < 7r/4, 
O<r< 1). 
(B) The map (s, t) + (r(s, t), B(s, t)) is smooth and has non-vanishing 
Jacobian. 
As the initial strip is C’, it follows that 
uj(s, t) is a solution3 of (1) in the sector 
{IO- 4j(O)l < 71/J, 0 < r < 1). 
(C) u(r, 19) = uj(r, 8) for (0 - @!(O)l < 7c/4 .-ind extended to 
(8 - #j(O)l = x/4 by (8) defines a solution of (1) in B. 
(A) Fix 0 ( s ( r0 ( 1. As in Lemma l(ii), there exists d unique t, > 0 
such that T(S, to) = rO. We have from (3) 
WV 43) = 4.M + js;, (1 y;,,,, (1 - 
1 
1 
l/2 
1+w2-s2 * 
Condition (a) guarantees that 8 is a continuous, strictly decreasing function 
of s at fixed r = rO, which approaches #j(O) + 7r/4 as s 10 and approaches 0
as s T r. Clearly this is enough to prove (A). 
(B) By the properties of ordinary differential equations the map 
(s, f) -+ (0, r) 
is smooth. For t > 0,4 decompose the map as 
We have 
(s, f) + (s, r = r(s, t)) + (e = e(s, r), r). 
(‘:) (if) =(g,,=2&&)-(+ 
as, at, 
’ In the sense of Theorems 2 and 3. 
’ Note that (&/&)l, + 0 as t + 0; hence (S’/&)j, must blow up in order that their product 
convergence to -2q/r2. One can of course check this directly. 
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and 
; (f ),. (t)s = G,, < 0 by (a). 
Hence a(B, r)/a(s, t) f 0 for I < 0 and similarly for t > 0. For t = 0, we have 
directly 
29 
7 -29 ==T<O. 
01 
(C) To see that u E C’(B), note that 
lim 
all. 
84/(O) f T/4 
u,=limL=O, 
s-0 ae 
r” > 0 
so that u, is continuous. That u, is continuous for r > 0 follows from (I ), 
which also implies the continuity of Vu at the origin. 
On differentiating (1) away from A we obtain 
U 
uo 
( 1 
u&J 
rEl=- - 2 
ur r 
and 
4 1 r 
2 
u,,=-a--+ ul3 %x3 
24, r3 u,(l - 9)’ 
f-7. 
u, r 
Thus, to show u E C2(B\{0}), it suftices to prove that u,, is continuous at 
0 = 4,(O) f n/4. But this is the content of (j3). 
In case (III), we proceed as before to construct u in the quadrants 
g,(O) f 71/4 and #2(O) + 7r/4, choosing q positive in the former quadrant and 
negative in the latter quadrant. We set u = f (1 - dm) in the inter- 
vening regions, with the sign chosen so that u will be continuous. Again, 
conditions @) guarantee continuity of the second derivatives in B\(O). 
Part 3: Regularity at the Origin 
We suppose that we are not in case (I), i.e., A(u)\{Ot # # and assume that 
u E C’(B). Differentiating (1) yields: 
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x 
r(1 - ,I)* 
Y 
r( 1 - r*)* 
Approaching zero along the appropriate ray, the right hand side will 
approach an arbitrary unit vector, while (~~$) also converges (more 
properly, note that 
(%)’ + (!L)? =A 
and choose a subsequence if necessary) to a unit vector. We conclude that 
H(0, 0) is unitary, and as we are not in case (I), H(0, 0) has one eigenvalue 
+I and one -1 (use Theorem 1). If we let (s, 4,(s)) be coordinates on A ,, 
say, (7) and (8) show that the vectors U, = (r, 4,(O) + n/4) and u- = 
(r, g,(O) - n/4) are the corresponding eigenvectors. Without loss we assume 
4, (0) = x/4. We compute 
1 
=-1-iii (1 -y2)llz =-2 
and similiarly 
r-cl r* = +I. 
But as in Proof of part 1 we have for r # 0 
ueePy 7c/2) = r;;d 
(2 - s2)/( 1 - s*)3’2 
( 
&l(s) -- 
s 
log s + H(s r) 
’ ) 
and 
ueevT 0) = ri;d 
-(2 - s2)/( 1 - S2)3’2 
( 
q$(s) 
s + log s - I-f@, r) 
1 
As H(s, r) is bounded, it is clear that at least one of the above limits is zero. 
It follows that we cannot have both lim,,, u,,(r, x/2)/r* = -2 and 
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lim,, u&r, 0)/r’ = +2, which is a contradiction. Hence u G!G C*(B) and we 
are done. 
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